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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Instant messaging (IM) and other real-time communications are widely used
throughoutmost enterprises today, but their use remains largely unmanaged. That
puts organizations at risk for loss of intellectual property and crucial data, rising
costs around e-discovery, fines for noncompliance, legal exposure from inappro-
priate use, and network vulnerabilities resulting from unauthorized access. Tomit-
igate real-time communications risks and maintain accountability, organizations
must secure buy-in from top management, establish strong policies for message
archiving and appropriate use, and adopt good tools to enforce those policies. This
paper identifies key concerns and identifies six steps to improve control over orga-
nizational use of real-time communications.
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KEY CONCERNS ABOUT REAL-TIME COMMUNICATION IN BUSINESS TODAY

IM has emerged as a key channel of business communication, and its use is wide-
spread and growing. Research firm Gartner estimates that by 2010, 90 percent of
people with business email accounts will also have IM accounts. It’s no wonder
that employees have embraced IM. Compared to email, it offers users instant grat-
ification: they can “see” who is online, send short messages, and get fast answers.

Initially, employees relied on IM primarily for casual exchanges, pinging each other
about lunch plans, or checking in with friends and family. But many found that IM
also fits well with theway they like to do business. Because IMeliminates the email
latency problem—there’s noway to knowwhen a recipientwill actually receive and
read themessage, let alone respond to it—IMallows for faster problem solving and
decision making. The resulting boost in productivity has led to increasingly strate-
gic use. At some Wall Street firms, for example, brokers are authorized to accept
and issue stock trade orders via IM.

Despite potential efficiency gains, there is a serious downside to real-time com-
munications use, which includes public IM, enterprise IM, conferencing, voice over
IP (VoIP) and mobile messaging. It is exposing organizations to significant securi-
ty risks. Left unmanaged, IM use leaves the corporate network vulnerable to virus-
es andworms. It can result in the loss of intellectual property (such as trade secrets
around R &D efforts) and leakage of confidential information (such as impending
acquisition plans). Other risks associated with unmanaged real-time communica-
tion use include: loss of sensitive data pertaining to customers and employees;
legal exposure resulting from IMmessages that contain inappropriate content; and
fines for noncompliance with government regulations that mandate record reten-
tion, among other measures.

Organizations typically have some awareness of these risks around e-mail use.
Many—particularly those in highly regulated industries such as financial servic-
es—have taken measures, such as message archiving, to mitigate the risks. But
most organizations have not adequately applied those same measures to IM and
other real-time communications platforms. To effectively manage business risk,
organizations must get their arms around multiple forms of communication: e-
mail, public IM, enterprise IM,mobilemessaging, conferencing andVoIP. Failure to
do so can result in fines for non-compliance, loss of critical data and intellectual
property, damaged reputations, and further liability.
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WHY IS BUSINESS RISK DIFFICULT TO UNCOVER?

According to the 2008 CSI Computer Crime and Security Survey, It’s difficult to
assign real costs to risks, because organizations don’t explicitly incorporate the
cost of the vast majority of computer security incidents into their accounting (as
opposed to, say, accounting for the “shrinkage” of goods from retail stores). But the
survey estimates the cost of losses resulting from various types of security inci-
dents at $288,618 per respondent, up from $167,713 two years ago. In fact, while
many security assessments and audits uncover business risks associated with
real-time communications, many other risks have simply flown under the radar—
something that hardly any business can afford to miss.

Some key factors led to this situation, making business risks difficult to uncover.

Separate silos hindered communication. One reason why real-time communica-
tions use grew quickly out of control is thatmost companies operate separate silos
for e-mail, IM, mobile messaging, VoIP, and so forth. In other words, one team is
responsible for e-mail; another handles mobile
messaging; a third team deals with VoIP commu-
nications.Managingtechnologiesthiswayiscom-
monplaceandcanbeanefficientmeansoforgan-
izing work. But the silo approach makes it hard
for organizations to get a handle on the big pic-
ture. Thatmakes it difficult to ensure appropriate
use,blockvirusesandworms,minimizelegalexpo-
sure, archivemessages for compliance, andapply
usagepoliciesacrosstheboard. Inshort,silosmake
it nearly impossible for an organization to gain a
unified view of its communications technologies.
Without that unified view, businesses can’t move forward to establish and enforce
strong policies and maintain accountability across the organization.

Good tools were lacking. Until relatively recently, tools to centrally manage real-
time communications across the enterprise simply didn’t exist. To get a handle on
real-time communications use, some organizations attempted to put technical
controls in place. They blocked certain ports at the firewall. They set up sniffers to
keep an eye on traffic flowing into and out computers attached to the network.
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They logged IM messages. But lacking an organization-wide mandate, controls
were implemented locally.With everyone doing their own thing, therewas no over-
all accountability, and no way to get a handle on the big picture and achieve cen-
tralized control of real time communications.

IM came in under the radar. Also contributing to the lack of governance around
real-time communication is the way IM entered the workplace. The technology
emerged through unofficial channels. Instead of being ushered in by IT or man-
agement, IMtookoffatagrassrootslevel,whenemployeessignedupforfreeaccounts
onpublic IMnetworkssuchasAOLInstantMessenger,MSNMessenger,andYahoo!
Messenger. Unlike corporate e-mail, which requires IT professionals to set up
accounts and issue employee e-mail address-
esandpasswords,public IMissimple, free,and
widelyavailable.Andbecause itwasdesigned
to use existing communications channels and
thusevadefirewallsandotherperimetersecu-
rity devices, IMwas initially challenging for IT
to gain control of. Thatmeant use of public IM
networks rapidly expanded, as employees
encouraged colleagues, friends, and business
partners to get in on it the new communica-
tionsmedium.WhileITorganizationswerenot
unaware that employeeswere using public IMnetworks,many underestimated the
extent of use. As a result, they did not adequately protect against worms and virus-
es entering their networks through this new communications channel. IT also over-
looked threats arising from peer-to-peer networks such as BitTorrent, OpenNap-
ster, andGnutella. Because P2P networks are designed to share files housed on the
computers of individual users, theymake it difficult to verify whether the source of
the files is trustworthy.

The boss was in the dark.Worst of all, there was often a sense that top manage-
ment simply wasn’t paying attention to real-time communication use and as a
result did not recognize the significant business risks associated with it. Some
high-ranking executives had limited, or no awareness of IM use at all. Others sim-
ply ignored the new communications medium. Overall, senior managers failed to
grasp the risks it presented around information security and information retention.
Nor did they understand the negative impact IM could have on productivity, as
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employeeswasted time exchanging frivolousmessages.Many topmanagers false-
ly assumed all users could be trusted. And they did not recognize the need to
archive IM messages for e-discovery and compliance. This lack of understanding
meant they could not maintain accountability and ensure compliance and appro-
priate usage across their organizations.

Employees put their employers at risk. Employeesmade somemiss steps too, and
that exacerbated the problem. They failed to understand that employers could be
held liable for inappropriate IM content, such as messages that contained state-
ments that could be construed as sexual harassment. Because no one had told
them otherwise, many employees assumed they could do whatever they wanted.
Otherswerewarnedby ITstaffnot tousepub-
lic IM networks, but ignored the warnings
because they believed that IT had no right to
govern their behavior or ban public IM use.
What’s more, even in organizations where e-
mail use was tightly governed, there was a
widespreadperception that e-mail rules don't
apply topublic IMnetworks.That led toa free-
for-all situation.Employeeswasted timechat-
tingwith friends, familyandco-workers, send-
ing and receiving frivolous messages. Even
thosewhowereusing IMtoconduct real busi-
nessoftenput theirorganizationsat risk, inad-
vertently revealing sensitive customer and
employee data or trade secrets in the messages they sent. Without thinking, they
used IM to ask time-sensitive, business critical questions, such as: “Have we
announced the acquisition yet? I have an investor on the line.”

Keeping up with compliance. At the same time that employees were engaging in
this free-for-allof real-timecommunications,theregulatoryenvironmentwasgrow-
ing increasingly complex. There are dozens of laws that impact real-time commu-
nications use. Which ones an organization is subject to depends largely on what
industry it’s in, or whether or not the company is publicly traded. The Federal
Deposit InsuranceCorporation (FDIC), for example,mandates thatmember banks
and financial institutions retain and review all electronic communications. The Sar-
banes-Oxley Act requires publicly traded companies to make historical communi-
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cations available for audit. The Freedom of Information Act stipulates that federal
government agencies and contractors must control and retain all records. HIPAA
mandates that healthcare-related organizations protect all information pertaining
to patient healthcare records. And the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act requires compa-
nies inthefinancial industrytoprotectcustomerfinancialdata.Demonstratingcom-
pliance with these rules and standards—and those of many other regulations--
presents an ongoing challenge for all organizations. The consequences of failing to
meet that challenge are clear: Out-of-control real-time communications can lead
to fines for non-compliance, lost reputation, lost intellectual property, and further
liability to your business.

Real-timecommunicationsareoutofcontrol.Fromtechnicalvulnerabilities, to inap-
propriate use, fines for noncompliance with government regulations, and damage
to reputation, real-time communications use is putting organizations everywhere
at risk. The free-form use of all communications applications and protocols with
few constraints on usage has created an out-of-control situation. With no central
accountability and oversight, no one knows what is going on in the network.
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SIX STEPS TO REIN IN REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS

1.Enforcepolicyusinggoodtechnologieswhereverpossible.Policiesprovideguide-
lines that prevent employees from leaking sensitive data and using abusive or oth-
erwise inappropriate languageinthemessagestheyexchange.Appropriateusepoli-
cies should also define which IM services employees are permitted to access, who
they can IMwith, what they can and cannot discuss, and when they are allowed to
use IM. Policies must be enforced by tools, and applied across all communications
platforms, based on a single network profile for each employee. Good tools allow
management to prevent inappropriate conversations by using keyword and phrase
filters to block people from discussing certain topics, such as a top secret R&D
project. Letting employees know that IM conversations—and any message they
type—are being recorded, regardless ofwhether they are carried out on email, pub-
lic IMorothercommunicationplatforms,helpsensureappropriateuse. Inturn,clear,
enforceable corporate policies on use generate the
addedbenefits of reducingwasted timeandboost-
ing productivity. To establish such policies, it’s
imperative that organizations put together a secu-
rity committee that includes representatives from
legal, IT, security, HR, audit, and compliance.

2. Protect against data loss. It’s virtually impossi-
ble to prevent leakage of confidential information
unless conversations with outsiders are controlled
across all communications platforms. Confidential information includes sensitive
data such as customer credit card numbers and employee social security numbers.
Also crucial to protect are things like financial results that have not been officially
released, and news of product launches or planned acquisitions prior to formal
announcements. To guard against all kinds of data loss, organizations should use
tools that support filtering and tagging, preventing employees from leaking infor-
mation deemed confidential.

3. Block unwanted protocols and malware. Organizations that rely on real-time
communicationstoconductbusinessmusttakeappropriatemeasuresandusegood
tools to defend themselves against IM borne viruses, worms, phishing, spam, and
other threats that could infect their networks. That includes filtering all IM traffic
for viruses, spyware, and worms; checking for messages that contain unknown
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URLs against a list of disallowed Web addresses, and blocking them if necessary.
It’s also essential to correlate end user identities from the corporate directory to
user handles and phone number for all real-time communications platforms. That
can help prevent rogue users from impersonating others and falsely representing
the company.

4.Preservemessaging for complianceandarchive it ina single repository.Archiv-
ing messaging in a single repository reduces the burden of e-discovery by elimi-
nating the need tomanage and searchmultiple sources.Most important, it ensures
an organization maintains a complete record of all communications, easing com-
pliance with federal and state mandates. But determining what to archive and how
long to archive it for, is challenging for most organizations. Given the vast array of
data, including log files and backup files, it’s difficult to knowwhere to begin. Good
tools designed to deal with information overload can help organizations identify
whattopreserve, includingIMconversationtranscripts,voiceandconferencinglogs,
filetransfers,SMScommunications,BlackBerryPIN-
to-PINmessages and call logs. An effective archiv-
ing strategy enables organizations to stay compli-
ant and legal. And it eliminates the high cost of
engaging an outside provider to do e-discovery.

5. Enhance visibility and oversight. Effectiveman-
agement of real-time communications provides a
centralizedviewofrisksacrossallelectronicmeans
ofcommunications.Byeliminatingmultiplesilosfor
record retention for example, organizations can
reduce the total of ownership around operating andmanaging real time communi-
cations platforms.While managing these platforms is challenging, the risks them-
selves are not new. They are much the same as those associated with email. With
IM and other real-time communications, it’s really only the transportationmedium
hasthathaschanged.Aunifiedviewofallcommunicationsplatformsenablesorgan-
izations to establish and enforce policies across multiple silos, reaping new pro-
ductivity benefits from real-time communications.

6. Maintain accountability. Establishing policies is a crucial first step, but the only
reasonable to way to actually enforce those policies is to put technical controls in
place. Some companies attempt enforcement by asking supervisors to keep an eye
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on employees. But relying on human resources alone simply isn’t realistic. Tools
can automate enforcement, enablingmanagement to address security risks proac-
tively and reactively. They can block an employee from sending an inappropriate
message in real time. Or they can take action behind the scenes, automatically
alerting managers when an employee sends a message deemed inappropriate—
eventhoughtheemployeeremainsunawareofwhat ishappeninginthebackground.
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THE BOTTOM LINE ON MANAGING REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS

IT professionals play a pivotal role in implementing tools to help enforce policies.
But without the backing of top management, tools alone can’t address the chal-
lenges of real-time communications. It’s imperative that senior managers lead the
effort by taking the following six steps:

q Enforce policy using good technologies wherever possible. Specify employee
guidelines for real time communication use and implement tools to enforce
those guidelines.

q Protectagainstdata loss, includingtradesecretsandsensitivedataaboutemploy-
ees or customers.

q Block unwanted protocols and malware. Filter all traffic, and map user IM han-
dles to user identities in a single corporate directory.

q Preserve messaging for compliance and archive it in a single repository, simpli-
fying the e-discovery process and controlling costs associated with it.

q Enhance visibility and oversight, enabling a centralized view of business risks
across all means of electronic communication.

Protecting real time communication and mitigating business risks associated with
it requires organization to make a significant investment, and that directive must
come from the top. �
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